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Video streaming has taken over big time. A lot of people have subscriptions to Netflix, Hulu, VRV and even YouTube as their main video streaming services. However, there are still a lot of us out there with video files on our phones. Watching videos isn't as hard as it used to be. Most video player apps can play the most popular video codec without
problems. All this unless you're using a strange vertex. Even if you do, you still have plenty of options to view it. Let's check out the best video player apps for Android! Kodi is a good option because we do not include in this list that is running more of a media player. We have this list linked to the bottom of this article. AllCastArchos Video
PlayerBSPlayerLocalCastMX PlayerFlex and Plex VRVLCVideo Player All FormatXenderStock Apps Video PlayerAllCastPrice: Free / $4.99AllCast is a video player specializing in sending your locally stored content to Chromecast, Roku, Apple TV, Xbox 360/One, and other DLNA compatible devices. Along with videos, it also supports other types of media.
He's got a bit of a rough start, but quickly became one of the most stable casting apps out there. The free version has a five-minute limit on content, while the professional version has no limits. You can also turn your Android device into an AllCast receiver (capable of being cast to) using the AllCast Receiver app. Archos Video PlayerPrice: Free/$0.99Archos
is one of the more popular video player apps on Android. It supports most types of video files, including MKV, MP4, AVI, WMV, FLV, etc. along with various file types and subtitles like SRT, SUB, ASS (yes, for real), SMI, and others. Of course, there are also other features, like server and NAS support, external USB storage support, and more. The app also
includes a relatively modern interface, simple controls and information from sites like IMDb, themoviedb.org others. In practice, we haven't found any real problems with this, although some Google Play reviewers have. Anyway, it's a solid option with a cheap professional version. BSPlayerPrice: Free/$5.99BSPlayer has been around for longer than most
video player apps and has continued to be one of the best all this time. It includes multi-core hardware decryption, accelerated hardware activation, and network device streaming (DLNA) support. Subtitles are also supported, the ability to play files from compressed formats, and you even have a pop-up window if you want. The free version is supported by a
person, but includes all features. There are also additional supplements for even better support. The full version runs for $5.99.LocalCastPrice: Free with in-app purchasesLocalCast is an AllCast competitor and they perform a lot of the same functions. This includes streaming media from your device to Chromecast, Xbox 360/One, Roku, Fire Stick or Apple
TV. Along with It enables streaming from cloud storage (Google Drive, Dropbox), and it should work on most DLNA-compliant devices. It only has the codec that Chromecast supports. But it should be most of the main codecs these days. However, this is one of only a few reputable video player apps that perform this function. MX PlayerPrice: Free/$5.99MX
Player has long been one of the most popular video player apps. It supported additional formats long before other video player apps thought about doing so and was also among the first to include things like hardware decryption, hardware accelerated playback, and other features of this type. He still has all of these things along with gesture controls (including
pinch-to-zoom), subtitle support, locking kids to keep your kids in the app watching their Disney movies, and he supports almost every codec out there. Like MoboPlayer, it comes with additional plugins to add additional functionality if you need them. Plex and Plex VRPrice: Free / $4.99 / $4.99 per monthPlex is currently the best answer to the question of
what to do if you have a lot of videos and only 32GB of storage on your phone. Plex allows you to set up a server on your computer and then it will stream content from your computer to your smartphone. It's a little unique from other video player apps, but it also doesn't require you to save your files to your device. It frees up valuable storage space for other
things. The service is free to set up, the mobile app costs $4.99, and you can get an optional $4.99-a-month subscription to unlock all the Plex Pass features. Plex VR takes everything upstairs and allows you to use it on Google Daydream VR devices as well. VLCPrice: FreeVLC has quickly made a name for itself as one of the must-have video player apps. It
has a slew of unique features, including the ability to stream videos if you have the URL. It can also play some obscure video formats, like DVD ISOs. Unlike most, it also has all its codecs built in without the need for additional plugin downloads. Other features include subtitle support, full media support (including audio), multi-band audio, and more. There's
also a beta in case you want to try the latest features. Video Player All Format Price: Free / $3.99Video Player All formats is a basic video player app. It's also a bit of a rough diamond. It boasts support for most video codecs. Some other features include Chromecast support, night mode, a privacy folder, and variable-speed playback controls. Looks like it
ticked all the right boxes during our test. In addition, it boasts no banner ads even though there are some elsewhere. You can open the version without access for $3.99. It's definitely one of the weakest choices in our top 10, but it's still good enough to be here. XenderPrice: FreeXender is a combination of file transfer app and video player. You can share
music Movies with people in your general environment without using cellular data. In addition, the app can play most movies and music files without much difficulty. This makes it a reasonable option for these types of things, although it does not have any advanced viewing or playback controls like many dedicated video player applications. It's a good one-two
punch for those who need to share media with their friends and then either watch or listen to this media. It's free and it's surprisingly popular. Your device's stock video playerPrice: FreeY1 Your device's stock video player has made great strides since the old days. These days, they'll play almost anything. You already have it in your app drawer. It's already
taking up storage and you usually can't get rid of it. You might as well at least give him the old college to try. Android in general gets better and better video codec support every year, including HDR VP9 as of Android Pie. OEMs typically support all of these things in the inventory video player. Some can even play streams like VLC. Anyway, give it a real shot
before you move on to something else. It's usually the least resistance way. If we missed all the best video player apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! If you have local videos stored on your Android phone, there's no shortage of ways to give them a watch. But that
doesn't mean all options are created equally - these are the best video apps for Android. Before we get into it though, we need to make it clear that these are applications for viewing locally stored videos. They're not for streaming services like YouTube or Netflix. The whole point is watching videos stored on your phone, whether you've taken them with the
camera or downloaded them from some place. Overall: VLC for Android (free) When it comes to video players on almost any platform, it's hard not to consider VLC. It's open source, free, and can play pretty much any kind of video file you'd throw at it. All this combined makes VLC an easy choice for the best player on Android. VLC also offers subtitle and
encoded caption compatibility, as well as a media library, folder support, multi-band audio, aspect ratio adjustment, and widding. It can also stream videos over your local network. Not only is it a great video player, it's also a fully featured audio player with EQ and support for basically any audio format out there. And that makes it all free. Just take it off
already. Best for Camera-Shot Video: Google Photos (free) If all you're looking to do is re-watch videos you've taken with your phone's camera, then Google Photos is the way to go. It's already a powerful tool for all your image and backup needs, but it's also great for watching videos - and even Edits. With photos, you can watch all the videos you've taken
with your camera (and many others stored locally on your device, even though supported file formats are limited), share them directly with other apps, and trim or crop clips if necessary. It's a simple but useful tool - and one you probably already have on your phone. However, if not, it is free in the Play Store. Best for casting videos: LocalCast (free, IAP
varies) Watching videos on your phone is cool and all, but it's also nice to take advantage of a much bigger screen in your living room. It's a huge part of what makes Google's Chromecast such a nice thing to have, and LocalCast is the best app for a solid casting experience. Related: The best way to cast movies from Android or iPhone to your TV What
makes it better than other apps? It has the best support on the device: not only does it support Chromecast, but also apple TV, Fire TV, Sony and Samsung smart TVs, Xbox 360/one, and all other DLNA devices. That's a lot. LocalCast also includes features that support cloud streaming, so there's no need to keep storage content on your device —you can
connect Drive and Dropbox to LocalCast for remote streaming. LocalCast is free to try, but uses the model to pay whatever you want with a variety of options, including $0.99 per month, annual payment plans of $5.50, $6.88, $10.67, or $21.30. There are also several one-time payment options: $4.92 or $6.57. You can give him a shot by downloading it here.
Here.
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